Diffusion crossing over a barrier in a random rough metastable potential.
We carry out a detailed study of escape dynamics of a particle driven by a white noise over a metastable potential corrugated by spatial disorder in the form of zero-mean random correlated potential. The approach of double-averaging over test particles and statistic ensemble is proposed to calculate the escape rate in a finite-size random rough metastable potential, moreover, the interference mechanism of test particles multi-passing over the saddle point is considered. Through analyzing the dependence of the steady escape rate on various modelled potentials and parameters, we demonstrate that the obstruction induced by roughness leads to a decrease in the steady escape rate with the increase of rough intensity. We also add the random correlated potential into the vicinity of the saddle-point of metastable potentials of three kinds and show an enhancement phenomenon of escape rate similar to the previous study of a surmounting fluctuating sharp barrier.